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Abstract—As the scale of high-performance computing systems continues to grow, the impact of failures on the systems is increasingly critical. Research has been performed on fault prediction and associated precautionary actions. While this approach is valuable, it is not adequate because of the inevitability of failures. Postfailure recovery is equally important; however, most current work relies mainly on checkpoint/restart, not addressing the problem from the system level. We propose AuCoRe, an automatic and coordinated job recovery framework. AuCoRe provides a coordination mechanism for failed-job recovery, taking the execution of regular jobs into account; users specify job recovery policy for their jobs, and an incentive mechanism minimizes gaming. We have implemented AuCoRe in Cobalt, a production resource manager, and evaluated it using real workloads from the Blue Gene/P system at Argonne National Laboratory. Experimental results demonstrate that AuCoRe improves system performance by efficiently managing job recovery.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades, the insatiable demand for more computational power in science and engineering has driven the development of ever-growing supercomputers. Supercomputers with thousands or hundred thousands processors [6] have been deployed to meet the demand of high-performance computing (HPC), high-throughput computing (HTC), and many-task computing (MTC) [24]. The software complexity of such systems has increased as well. Fueled by the ever-growing scale and complexity, these systems often fail in unpredictable ways. Studies have shown that failure rates of production systems range from 20 to more than 1000 per year. Depending on the root cause of the problem, the system-level mean time to repair (MTTR) can be up to 100 hours or more [19][20][26].

Over the past, intensive research has been conducted on predicting failures and taking precautionary actions before failure occurrence. Since the best fault is the one that does not lead to a failure, extensive study has been done to forecast failures by applying various modeling and data analysis techniques. Despite years of research on failure prediction, failures are inevitable and unexpected failures frequently occur in practice, especially in modern parallel systems with unprecedented sizes and complexities. Meanwhile, numerous methods have been developed for fault tolerance by taking precaution actions ahead of failures. These include checkpointing to mitigate failure impact by periodically saving a snapshot of the system, various proactive methods (e.g., process migration) to avoid anticipated failures, and failure-aware scheduling to reduce possibilities of job failures. While it is important to make every effort to avoid or mitigate failures whenever possible, relying on failure prediction alone is insufficient for fault tolerance due to the inevitability of failures.

Just as failures need to be carefully avoided and tolerated, post-failure recovery (i.e., a procedure taken after failures) is of equal importance and has a profound impact on almost every aspect of high performance computing, ranging from application performance to system management cost. Nevertheless, little attention has been paid to post-failure recovery in the current research. As a result, failure repair of parallel systems and applications is far from efficient. In the field of high performance computing, failure recovery is mainly relied on checkpoint/restart. When failures occur, users generally have to manually resubmit their failed jobs, thereby resulting in a significantly high MTTR from the user’s perspective.

Extensive research has been conducted on resource management and job scheduling. The majority has focused on improving system performance through improved job scheduling or resource allocation policies. Nevertheless, little attention has been paid to provide automated and coordinated failure recovery. Some schedulers like PBS [5] and Moab [4] provide certain simple failed-job restart service for failed jobs but they treat the failed job in the same way and ignore the impact on the regular jobs brought by failed job recovery. In fact, a recovery service that only concerns about failed jobs may negatively impact the performance of regular jobs due to resource limitation. Moreover, failed jobs themselves can be differentiated by priorities. Therefore, the resource manager...
should provide better support for job recovery such that failed jobs will be treated differently according to their importance or priority and the recovery of failed jobs should be coordinated with the scheduling of regular jobs.

In this paper, we present AuCoRe, an automatic and coordinated failure recovery framework for high performance computing. It allows users to specify their preferred job recovery option in the submission script. According to user's specification, AuCoRe will coordinate the recovery of failed jobs with the execution of regular jobs. Such an automatic recovery not only eliminates manual resubmission, but also minimize job delay that may be introduced due to user's response to failure. By coordinating job recovery with job execution, we can fulfill the interests of both failed jobs and regular jobs, thereby maintaining both user satisfaction and good system performance. Specifically, AuCoRe consists of three interrelated parts. First, job scheduler is augmented to allow users to specify options in terms of job recovery during job submission. Second, we have developed an automatic recovery management component to coordinate failed jobs and regular queuing jobs for the use of system resources. Lastly, we have designed an incentive mechanism to encourage users to appropriately set recovery options for their jobs, without gaming the system.

We implement AuCoRe in Cobalt [1], a production batch job scheduler and resource manager that has been used in several supercomputing systems[3]. We evaluate AuCoRe using real workloads from Intrepid, the Blue Gene/P system at Argonne National Laboratory. The experimental results demonstrate that AuCoRe can significantly improve system performance in the presence of failure.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work. Section III presents the design of AuCoRe. Section IV shows the experimental results, followed by a brief summary in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

In the past, considerable efforts have been put into the research of fault management in high performance computing, including the area of failure log analysis [19][20][26], failure prediction [27][13][14], checkpoint/restart [10][11][22][28], process migration [9][35], fault-aware job scheduling [31] or rescheduling [18], and adaptive fault management schemes [16]. Most of these methods focus on avoiding or mitigating failure impact by taking precautionary actions before failure occurrence. In contrast to these studies, our study emphasizes post-failure recovery. Hence, it complements the above studies.

The Recovery-Oriented Computing (ROC) Project [21] is closely related to our study. It provides postfailure recovery supports for Internet services by using fine-grained system partition and recursive restart. While being inspired by the ROC project, our research is fundamentally different from the ROC project in two key aspects. First, our target environment is parallel systems used mainly for scientific computing, whose failure patterns are significantly different from those observed in Internet services. Second, while the ROC project emphasizes recovering from human errors through system-level undo and partial system restart, our study focuses on job restart from failures by system orchestration.

In the field of parallel computing, several projects contain failure recovery components. In [25], Rao et al. have proposed a class of hybrid protocols to maintain the failure-free performance of sender-based protocols while approaching the performance of receiver-based protocols during recovery. The FT-MPI project explores five modes for failure recovery of MPI applications [8]. The CiFTS project, a joint research effort led by Argonne, aims to design a fault awareness and notification framework called FTF to provide a uniform fault-related event handling and notification mechanism among different software components [2]. In [32], the authors present a user-level checkpoint and recovery infrastructure to facilitate automated recovery of user jobs at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center. In [34], a job pause mechanism is proposed to restart LAM/MPI applications without job resubmission. Zhang et al. have described a data recovery mechanism for data-intensive computing [37]. In [17], a mechanism is presented to achieve fast job restart from checkpoint image by optimizing the checkpoint/restart procedure. While our study also involves with failed job recovery, it focuses more on a system-wide coordination in the process of failed job recovery.

Since early 1990s, market-based resource management has been discussed in the literature. Spawn [33] is the earliest known work in applying market-based resource management for batch scheduling in distributed systems. The microeconomic parallel scheduler of Stoica et al. [30] also takes an auction-based approach using a first price auction for market-based resource allocation of dedicated CPU time for parallel jobs. Libra[29] is a computational economy-based job scheduling for clusters based on PBS. SHARP[12] deploys market-based methods for resource sharing in an Internet-scale computing infrastructure. Petrou et al. adopt a virtual pricing scheme in their batchactive scheduler[23]. We also adopt incentive management in AuCoRe. Similar to previous work, our scheme also enables users to express their requests and prevent users from gaming the system. The difference is that the credits of most of previous work are used to buy scheduling priority, usage of resources or result data, whereas our credits are used to buy reliability (reflected by the recovery priority), more like insurance.

III. AuCoRe Design

In this section we describe the design of AuCoRe. We first give a system overview, followed by describing recovery options and the incentive mechanism.

A. System Overview

Figure 1 depicts a diagram of AuCoRe. It contains three extensions to the conventional resource management system. First, users are enabled to specify their recovery options in their submission scripts or commands, along with other information such as job wall time and requested nodes.
Second, jobs in the system are separated into three parts: a waiting job queue, a failed job list, and a running job list. When a job is submitted, it is put into the waiting job queue. When a waiting job starts running, it goes to the running job list. When a running job fails, it is moved to the failed job list. In return, when a failed job gets recovered, it is sent back to either the waiting job queue or running job list, depending on recovery actions.

Third, a recovery manager is introduced, in addition to the resource manager and the job scheduler that are commonly included in the traditional resource management systems. The recovery manager performs automatic failed job recovery and coordinates the recovery of failed jobs with regular jobs. It also provides an incentive management mechanism to minimize gaming.

B. Recovery Options

Most batch schedulers implicitly assume that user jobs will run to completion without experiencing any failure. Thus, job scripts include only job attributes used to schedule and run the jobs, such as requested running time and number of computing nodes, without any information from the user’s perspective that can be used to recover the jobs in case of failures, that are inevitable in large scale systems. Such an assumption is no longer hold as systems continue to grow in size and complexity.

We argue that users should be allowed to specify the recovery action when their jobs fail, so that important jobs can be treated with higher priority under the resource limitation. To this end, we extend the job scheduler by allowing users to explicitly state job recovery options in their job scripts or job submission commands. For example, if PBS[5] is used, we introduce an additional attribute into the submission scripts like the following:

```
#PBS -N myjob
#PBS -l nodes=1024, walltime=12:00, rec_opt=A
```

In this study, we propose the following recovery options:

- Option A – Notify the user about job failure via e-mails or alarm messages;
- Option B – Automatically resubmit the job to the rear of the waiting queue;
- Option C – Restart the job on the original set of nodes after these nodes get repaired;
- Option D – Automatically insert the job to the middle part of the waiting queue based on its submission time;
- Option E – Automatically resubmit the job to the head part of the waiting queue.

These options reflect different levels of “recovery priorities.” By specifying a recovery option, the user can let the system know how critical the job is. With this information, the system understands the user preference when conducting automatic job recovery.

Options A and C involve no apparent competition with regular jobs. Option A indicates lowest recovery priority; a failed job with Option A will be stepped out of the system, waiting for the user to resubmit it manually. These jobs will suffer a period of user response time. A failed job with Option C will be pending on the failed components until they get repaired. These jobs are impacted by the hardware repair time.

Figure 2 illustrates the difference between option B, D, and E. The waiting job queue is logically divided into three parts: the rear, the middle, and the head. Regular jobs are always in the middle. The failed jobs with option E will be automatically put in the head part, thus they have the highest priority to get allocated. The failed jobs with option B will be automatically put in the rear part, and they won’t get allocated until all the jobs in the middle are scheduled. When a job with option D fails, it will be automatically inserted in to the middle part based on its original submission time instead of its failed time.

These recovery options are only a proposal in this study. In practice, recovery options should be set or adjusted by the system owners. New options can be added according to system characteristics. For example, for a system that supports preemptive scheduling, a higher-priority option like “Restart the failed job immediately even by preempting other running
are charged regardless of the occurrence of system failures. It is very similar to an insurance service, and the price corresponds to recovery priority. They are resubmitted to different part of waiting job queues. Only the higher-priority part of waiting queue is empty can the jobs in lower-priority part be scheduled.

Fig. 2. Treatments for failed job with different recovery options. Option-A jobs are stopped out waiting for manually resubmit; option-C jobs are suspended until computing nodes are recovered; Jobs with option B, D, and E are resubmitted to different part of waiting job queues. Only the higher-priority part of waiting queue is empty can the jobs in lower-priority part be scheduled.

jobs” could be added.

C. Incentive Mechanism

User behavior is hard to model. Some users may ignore specifying any recovery options in their submission scripts. Or worse, some may attempt to gain high priority by always requesting the highest recovery priority. We can address the first issue by providing a default recovery option such as the lowest option.

To address the second issue, we propose a novel virtual credit incentive mechanism. It is very similar to an insurance system. Users are required to pay a premium for recovery service, and the price corresponds to recovery priority. They are charged regardless of the occurrence of system failures.

1) Pricing: Each recovery option is associated with a recovery price, based on the quality of service. In AuCoRe, the cost for a job with recovery option $i$ is defined as

$$C = \alpha_i \times T \times N,$$

(1)

where $\alpha_i$ is the unit price of Option $i$, $T$ is the job’s running time (in hour), $N$ is the number of the job’s computing nodes. $\alpha_i$ is set by system owners, based on the principle that a higher unit price corresponds to a higher recovery priority.

Clearly, the recovery priority of options A, B, D, and E is in an increasing order. But the relative priority of Option C is determined by the system MTTR (mean time to repair). It could be lower than option B, higher than option E, or in between. The system owner can set the unit prices according to the real system parameters.

2) User Recovery Account: Most high performance computing centers adopt a virtual currency system. Accrual of credits at a constant rate is a common mechanism [30]. This approach, however, can be less effective when user jobs are not evenly distributed; users may run out of money easily during the period that they really need it, while accumulating lots of money when they do not need it.

To address the problem, AuCoRe assigns credits to each user based on his/her job submission. Each time a user submits a job, he is assigned a certain amount of credits:

$$S = \beta \times T \times N,$$

(2)

where $\beta$ is a parameter predefined by system owners. For instance, we may set it as the median unit price ($P_m$) of all the options. For example, assuming the prices for each of five recovery options listed in Section III-B are 0 to 4, then $P_m$ is 3. This number means that each time a user submits a job, he is allocated with the credits affording one recovery Option C. But the user needs not to specify the job with option C every time. He can choose a cheaper one so that he will deposit some credits in the saving account for later uses, or he can make an overdraft to pay a more expensive one. There is a maximum deposit limit $M$ and a maximum overdraft limit $M'$ for each account.

This scheme is resilient to user abuse. If a user aggressively uses high-price recovery options, his overdraft amount will soon reach the limit $M'$, stopping him from doing this. If a user keeps using low-price options, he will get the credits accumulated, but no more than the deposit limit $M$. As a result, no one can get rich by intentionally saving credits.

3) Charging: Charge is made at job completion when the actual job runtime is available. A user is charged for the job with option $i$ as follows:

$$B = (\alpha_i - \beta) \times T \times N.$$

(3)

Note that $B$ may be negative, which means the user accumulates $B$ credits at this run. By using actual runtimes instead of user estimates, we prevent users from gaining credits by repeatedly submitting faked jobs with low options and aborting them right after they start. We ignore the case that users run faked low-option jobs to accumulate credits, because this will waste their compute allocations (or node-hours) that are limited per project (this is the allocation policy adopted by most DOE and NSF supercomputing centers).

With this incentive scheme, users are encouraged to specify proper recovery options for their jobs based on the job importance, without a chance to game with the system. From a global system view, the currency scheme promotes diversity in terms of recovery options, which is beneficial for recovery coordination as we will show in our experiments.

IV. Experiments

We have implemented AuCoRe in Cobalt [1][31], a production resource management system mainly used on Blue Gene systems, by adding a new recovery management component and extending the job submission interface (See Figure 3). In this section, we evaluate the AuCoRe implementation using trace-based simulations. The event-driven job scheduling simulator included in the Cobalt distribution has been modified for our experiments. We first describe our experimental setup and evaluation metrics, and then present the results.
A. Experimental Configuration

1) Simulation Cases: We use trace-based simulations to evaluate AuCoRe-enhanced job scheduling as against the regular job scheduling without AuCoRe. For convenience, we call a simulation with certain configuration a “case”. Two category of cases are examined: one is that without automatic recovery, the other is with automatic recovery. By doing so, we can evaluate how much improvement the automatic recovery can bring. In the cases with AuCoRe, we also distinguish multi-option cases and single-option cases, in order to quantify the difference of ways to treat failed jobs.

Table I summarizes the cases conducted in our experiments. As shown in Table I, two cases are without AuCoRe, namely FF and MR. FF means “failure free”; in this case all jobs run to completion without experiencing failure, thus it indicates an ideal case. MR means “manual resubmission.” To simulate this case, we assume the failed job will be “manually” resubmitted when the estimated job completion time (wall time) expires. The reason for using this time is that we assume that a user typically check his job results around the expiration of his job walltime, and if he finds the job failed, he will resubmit it immediately. MR represents a common scenario occurring in practice now.

For the cases with AuCoRe, we separate the cases into two groups: multi-option representing the cases where multiple recovery options are used and single-option representing the cases where a single option is used for all the jobs. Two multi-option cases, namely “Even” and “Normal”, are simulated. “Even” means all the options are used and of equal proportion. “Normal” means the jobs’ recovery options are like normal distribution (the proportion of each option is 1:2:4:2:1). The single-option cases include four scenarios such that all jobs use the same option. We do not list All-A because it is equivalent to MR.

We assume all jobs adopt application level check-point/restart, which is supported by Blue Gene/P systems [3]. We use the WFP/Backfilling [31] scheduling policy used in the production Blue Gene/P system at Argonne.

![Fig. 3. AuCoRe Implementation with Cobalt. A newly introduced recovery manager component works together with three legacy Cobalt components – queue manager, scheduler, and system manager. Under normal condition, the queue manager gets jobs from user (1), and provides job information to the scheduler (2). The system manager obtains resource information (3) and provides it to the scheduler (4). Based on the job and resource information, the scheduler periodically makes scheduling decision, starting certain jobs on some computing nodes (5). When failure occurs, the system manager notifies the recovery manager (6). The recovery manager then takes actions for the failed jobs according to their recovery options, either by notifying the users (7), inserting the jobs to the waiting queue (8), or requesting the scheduler to restart them immediately (9).]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Denote</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W/O AuCoRe</td>
<td>FF</td>
<td>failure-free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR</td>
<td>failure-present, manual resubmit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W/ AuCoRe (multi-opt)</td>
<td>Even</td>
<td>Option proportion is 1:1:1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Option proportion is 1:2:4:2:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W/ AuCoRe (single-opt)</td>
<td>All-B</td>
<td>all with option B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All-C</td>
<td>all with option C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All-D</td>
<td>all with option D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All-E</td>
<td>all with option E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Job Trace: We collected a job trace from the 40-rack Blue Gene/P system at Argonne National Laboratory. The machine is known as Intrepid. It contains 40,960 quad-core nodes, which is ranked the 9th in the latest TOP500 list [6] released in June 2010. The trace contains around 11000 jobs within one and a half months. The average job running time is around 100 minutes. The job size varies from 512 nodes to 32,768 nodes.

3) Failure Trace: Since Intrepid is a relatively new system, we do not have its steady-state failure rate. Recent studies have shown that in most production systems, failure typically follows Weibull distributions. In this study, we generated a failure trace which follows Weibull distribution, with a node-level MTBF varying from 150,000 to 1,000,000 hours. For a 40,960-node system, it means the system-wide MTBF ranges between 4 to 24 hours. This range covers the numbers presented in recent studies of various production HPC systems.

B. Evaluation Metrics

We evaluated the impact of AuCoRe on failed jobs as well as on overall system performance.

To measure its impact on failed jobs, we use average failure slowdown (FSD), which is defined as the ratio of time delay caused by failure to failure-free job execution time. We measure the average slowdown over all the failed jobs. Instead of the number of total jobs, we use the number of failed jobs as denominator, in order to indicate impact on the failed jobs.

To measure its overall system performance we use average response time (RESP). A jobs response time is the time from jobs submission to its completion. In the failure free context, response time includes queuing time and execution time. In the failure present context, all the delay caused by failure interruption is also counted in. We use average response time to measure the overall system performance. We do not list slowdown, the ratio of response time to the running time, because its trends are similar to RESP.

C. Results

1) Baseline Results: Our baseline configuration is summarized in Table II. These parameters and their corresponding...
ranges are chosen according to the results reported in [36][3] and our experiences [16][7].

### Table II

**Baseline Configuration**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System-wide MTBF</td>
<td>10 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average job arrival interval</td>
<td>5 Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node-level MTTR</td>
<td>60 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job checkpoint overhead</td>
<td>5 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job checkpoint interval</td>
<td>50 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 presents the baseline results. The x-axis represents simulation cases described in Table I. As shown in Figure 4(a), system performance, in case of failure, is degraded compared with FF. MR has FSD value 1.71, meaning that failed jobs in average will use 71% more time to complete in case of failure. When using automatic job resubmission, the FSD value decreases to the range 1.06 through 0.47, i.e., improved by 38% to 73%, which is very significant. Specifically, from All-B to All-E, the FSD decreases monotonously. All-E is the best and All-B is the worst; Even and Normal are in between. In a word, a higher recovery option achieves higher recovery performance when using single options; using multiple options achieves medium recovery performance regarding FSD.

As shown in Figure 4(b), RESPs for FF and MR are 169 and 235 minutes respectively, meaning that system performance is degraded by 28% because of failures. The RESP for AuCoRe cases range from 185 (Normal) to 216 (All-D), i.e., improved by 8% to 21% compared with MR. RESP improvements for different cases are similar, except that All-D and All-E are slightly worse than others. Overall, AuCoRe can mitigates impact of failures on system performance, no matter how to assign recovery options.

![Fig. 4. Baseline Simulation Results.](image)

From Figure 4 we can see All-D and All-E have lowest FSDs. So why not just use All-D or All-E instead of multi-option cases? One reason can be seen in Figure 4 is that All-D and All-E have slightly worse RESP but it is not compelling enough. Figure 5 illustrates the advantage of multi-option over single-option cases.

First, we examined how differently recovery options influence the recovery performance in the multi-option cases. To quantitatively evaluate it, we divide all the jobs into five groups by their recovery options (jobs with the same recovery option are grouped together). And we examine the FSD values for each job group. In Figure 5, the x-axis represents the job groups, denoted by their recovery options. From Even and Normal bars in Figure 5(a), we can get the FSD values for each job group. For example, jobs with recovery option A have FSD value 1.98 and 2.19, for Even and Normal respectively (leftmost two bars); jobs with recovery option E have FSD value 0.36 and 0.30 respectively. If we examine one particular case, either Even or Normal, the FSD value decreases as the recovery option gets higher. That is, in a multi-option case simulation, jobs with higher recovery option achieve better recovery performance in case of failure.

Second, we compared the FSD value of each job group with the FSD value of jobs from corresponded single-option cases. The All-X bars in Figure 5(a) are added for the comparison. From the figure, we can compare jobs of option X in multi-option case with jobs in single-option case All-X. For example, FSD for jobs in All-A is smaller than jobs of option A in Even and Normal. Similarly, jobs of option B in Even and Normal also have worse FSD than jobs in All-B, but jobs of option C, D, E in multi-option cases have better FSD than jobs in corresponded All-C, All-D, and All-E, respectively.

Figure 5(b) presents a more straightforward view about the relative gains of jobs in multi-option cases (Even and Normal) compared with corresponding single-option case. As shown in the figure, for option A and B, the gain is negative; for option C, D, and E, the gain is positive, with the gain of option E up to 36%. That is, high-option jobs in multi-option cases get good recovery performance, even better than jobs in the corresponded single-option cases (All-D, All-E). This is because that in multi-option cases, high-option jobs recovery priority is more safely assured by sacrificing part of lowoption jobs. Imagine that in All-E or All-D, though all the jobs are treated with same high priority, their priority may not be guaranteed because of resource limitation. Therefore, assigning jobs with different recovery priority can benefit part of jobs which users think really important. In this context, treating failed jobs differently is better than treating all the jobs the same. Fortunately, the incentive mechanism prevents all the jobs from being assigned with the same highest recovery priority thereby maintaining diversity of recovery options.

![Fig. 5. Comparing multi-option cases with single-option ones. The X-axis represents the job groups categorized by their recovery options.](image)

2) **Impact of System MTTR**: Node repair time is essential to the whole system performance in the presence of failure. In
this study, Node MTTR will directly influence the recovery performance of jobs with Options C, and will impact the system performance as a whole. By tuning the node MTTR arguments in the simulations, we evaluated the impact of system MTTR. Note that except MTTR, other parameters are not changed in Table II. As shown in Figure 6, MTTRs are tuned from 240 minutes to 15 minutes. For better illustration, we separate single-option cases with multi-option cases; MR is compared with both categories.

Figure 6(a) and 6(b) present the FSD trends. As shown in the figures, MR trend is less related to MTTR. This may because in MR case, the job delay is more attributed to user response before manual resubmission. In other cases, FSD decreases as MTTR decreases. The overall trend shows that a small MTTR corresponds to a small FSD. We also observe that the FSD of All-C is most sensitive to the MTTR change: at 240 minutes, the FSD of All-C is 2.76, very close to MR; at 120 minutes, it decreases significantly to 1.21 but is still second worst; at 60 minutes, it is between All-B and All-D; at 30 minutes, it is second best, only larger than All-E; and at 15 minutes, the FSD of All-C is 0.12, best among all cases. This trend indicates that when assigning unit price for recovery options, system administrator should consider the MTTR of the system. For example, in a small MTTR system, unit price for option C should be high. The relative unit price of option C with other options can be obtained from experience or simulations.

3) Impact of System MTBF: To examine the performances sensitivity to failure rate, we simulate each AuCoRe under various node-level MTBFs. Here we only compare the multi-option cases with MR, since the trends of single-option cases are also similar.

As shown in Figure 7(a), FSD increases as the MTBF decreases. Specifically, under low failure rate, the change is not as significant as under high failure rate. Because FSD is the average value among the failed jobs, so the number of failed jobs will not impact much on FSD. So the increase of FSD may be caused by the fact that a single job may be interrupted by failures more than one time. This is more likely to happen under high failure rates.

As shown in Figure 7(b), RESP increases as the MTBF decreases, with the exception that under low failure rates, MR even has lower RESP than Even and Normal. One explanation is that sometimes preemptive starting jobs can benefit average response time; jobs interrupted by failure can be considered as being preempted. Overall, AuCoRe can mitigate the failure impact on system performance under various failure rates.

4) Impact of Job Arrival Rate: To make our results more representative, we tune the job arrival intervals of our original job trace, and repeat simulations using different workloads. The MTBF and MTTR use the baseline configuration. Again, we only exam multi-option cases and MR here. We use the metric average job arrival interval to represent job arrival rate. Less job arrival interval represents higher job arrival rate. As shown in Figure 8, as the mean job arrival interval gets higher, RESP decreases and FSD fluctuates. We can also see that using AuCoRe mitigates the impact of failure in all cases, especially on the metric FSD.

5) Results Summary: In summary, we have made the following observations based on the above experiments:

- AuCoRe can significantly improve performance of failed jobs and the overall system performance, compared with the common approach that relies on manual job resubmission. Specifically, under our baseline setting, the FSD and RESP can be improved by up to 73% and 21%, respectively, compared with MR.
- In the multi-option cases, higher-priority recovery options result in more performance gains than lower-priority options, especially on FSD. And, having recovery option diversity can benefit part of jobs that are really thought important. Specifically, FSD of jobs with option E in multi-option case can achieve up to 36% enhancement than FSD of jobs in single-option case All-E. Therefore, though single-option case is easy to deploy, assigning jobs with diverse options has its merit and is recommended.
- The recovery performance is sensitive to MTTR. Therefore, when setting the relative unit price of option C,
MTTR should be considered.

- AuCoRe is effective under different system failure rates and job arrival rates.

V. SUMMARY

We have presented AuCoRe, an automatic and coordinated job recovery framework. With this framework, users can specify recovery options for their jobs at job submission. When the jobs fail, the system performs automatic job recovery according to the user-specifed recovery options, taking into account of the global system performance via recovery coordination. AuCoRe also supports an incentive mechanism that encourages users to properly specify recovery options. We have implemented AuCoRe as an extension to Cobalt, a production resource manager mainly used for Blue Gene systems. Our trace-based simulations using a real job trace from Blue Gene/P system at Argonne have demonstrated that AuCoRe can significantly improve the failed-job recovery performance measured by the average failure slowdown. Meanwhile, the system level performance, measured by average bounded slowdown is also improved. In sum, AuCoRe is complementary to the conventional research on pre-failure prediction and tolerance. While pre-failure prediction and tolerance can be used to avoid or mitigate failure by taking actions before failure occurrence, AuCoRe can efficiently resume user jobs in the presence of failure.

This study is our first step toward recovery-aware parallel computing. Motivated by the promising results as well as some limitations of the current work, we have several next steps. First, we plan to design the recovery management scheme not only using user specified recovery option, but also considering the system status to coordinate job recovery with regular job scheduling. Second, we plan to deploy and test AuCoRe-enhanced cobalt system at the production Intrepid system at Argonne. Last, we plan to integrate AuCoRe with fast failure occurrence, AuCoRe can efficiently resume user jobs in the presence of failure.
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